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Abstract
A wage system based on job evaluation was introduced directly into Japan from
America after World War II. In the corporate culture peculiar to Japan, it was revised
gradually afterwards, and it was replaced by a wage system determined by job
performing ability before long. A wage based on ability is a type of wage payment
created in Japan. It links a personnel treatment system closely. In high economic
growth period, it spread rapidly through many Japanese firms.
  However, after the end of so-called "bubble economy", the wide-spreading ability
allowance and personnel treatment system have been replaced by the new ones, by
reason of the surplus payments structure. It is caused by the conflict of management
concepts peculiar to Japan, "seniority" and "performance."
  Now that the Japanese economy is entering a recovery phase, a creativity of a
Japanese corporate competitiveness will be greatly affected by the new wage payment
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system and personnel treatment system. We consider a historical development of a
wage based on job evaluation, a wage based on ability, and a related personnel
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